Chickens are one of the most well-known birds in the world - more chickens than people. Life Cycle of a Chicken:

- Chickens hatch from eggs.
- Egg has shell to protect chick.
- Egg has white liquid (water) for chick.
- Egg has yellow liquid (food) for chick.
- Chick pokes hole in shell to get out.
- A chick is a baby bird.
- Soft and fluffy
- Keep chicks warm
- Called down
- Chicks have wings and feathers
- Chicks get bigger and get feathers - look like parents as adult

Life Cycle of a Hen:

- Hens and Chickens
- Lay eggs
- Sit on eggs to keep warm
- Chickens hatch from eggs
- Some chicks become female chickens - hens
- Some chicks become male chickens - roosters

Chickens are named for its color and where it was developed:

- Rhode Island Red
- Silver Spangled Hamburg
- White with black stripes and dots, blue legs
- Shy
- Happy
- Peace-loving
- Frizzle
- Feathers twist and curl

150 different kinds (breeds) of chickens.